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TIGERS WIN FROM UNIVERSITY OF S.t
ATHLETIC BALL TO
ANNUAL R, 0, T. G. INSPECTION STAGED BY
BASEBALL TEAM IN AIR Till CONTEST
BE STA6E0 FRIDAY
OFFICERS ON U, S, ARMY 6ENERJU. STAFF
Coupled AVith Superb Pitching And
Air-tight Fielding, Tigers Annex
Fast Game—Murr Leads Hitters
With Double and A Single—Entire Team Hits Well.

ERSKINE M1W1NS
ORATORllCONTEST

Plans Complete For Annual DanceMany
Visitors
Expected—High
School Athletes To Attend—Decorations In Place

Plans are about completed for
Clemson's
second annual Athletic
"Lefty" Smith took the mound J. H. Marion of lsjsldil- AVins First
Ball which is to be given Friday
against Carolina
last
Thursday.
Place In State Outorla) Contestnight by the Block "C" Club in
When he descended from the hillJ. E. Hanldns, TiiiveiVty of S. C,
honor of all "Tiger" Athletes, inr
lock after nine innings of superb
AA ins Second Plate—.vlul Hardin,
cluding the "Cubs".
Under th-3
pitching, the visiting Gamecocks had
Jr., of Wofford, AwA|ded Third
generalship of
"Gilly"
Dotterer,
failed to hit so much as a single
Place.
President
of
the
Block
"C"
Club,
from the southpaw delivery of the
the gala affair is expected to be a
Anderson Sophomore.
Meanwhile
At the State Oratorical
ntest in close rival to the Junior-Senior
the Tigers had taken opportunity of
Greenwood, on April 18, J.
Marion Dance, which is to be given May
their chances to shove across runs,
Many of South Carolina's fair
of Erskine, speaking on
Call to 2.
so that they blanked the visitors
daughters
are expected to"" attend,
State Patriotism," won fill
place.
6 to 0.
J. E. Hankins, Carolina,- spel
ing on and such shieks as Kenny Stoke3
Not every day do the fans have
"Twilight Or DaW won! second and Prof. Harris are looking forthe chance of seeing a hurler—a
place. Paul Hardin, Jr.,
Wof- ward to the affair with the greatcollege hurler at that—so master
ford, speaking on ''The
Iiipaid est anticipation.
the opposing batsmen that they fail
Most every one will recall that
Debt," won third place. Tl
first
to get "w single hit. It is not every
the
Ball last year was enjoyed by
and second place winners
re apitcher \vku pan do his stuff with warded appropriate medals,]
all, and the one this year is exthe consA^iifcy required for such a
pected to be even better than the
honorable mention was giv
perforrnair^:
All honor then to
last.
Fulcher's
Orchestra
from
third place
winner.
The
"Lefty" for he got a no-hit game
Augusta is to furnish the music, and
speakers and the subjscts of
every one knows the fine reputation
on his record—the ambition of many
I orations are
as;follows: J2H
of this organization for furnishing
but the achievement of few.
Also
Smith, Clemson, ("The Majestjl
pare
and
unadulterated
"Jazz."
he fanned eleven batters.
Quite
the Law;" J. B. Southern, Fur:
This orchestra
consists
of
two
a few men got on bases by walks
"The Transformation." J. J. Ch
^' I pianos and four snare drums, and
and errors, but only once did a
Presbyterian Col/ege,, "Science
four other brass pieces, so plenty
mail reach third; and Smith pulled
the Common Peom;'Js. A. John
of noise and "pep" will be there.
out of his holes with stellar ability.
College of Charleston," "Our Nati
The reception committee has been
The first Clemson run came in the
al Scandal;" T. ff. Chappell, N«
'iurd at work during the past week
initial inning,
when Luke Salley
berry, "The South of Tomorrow
placing the girls, and they wish to
singled to centerfield, advanced to
and J. J. Ritchie, Citadel, "Poppi
take this opportunity to thank the
second when the fielder failed to
and Promises."
ladies of the campus for their kindstop the ball, and came home when
Reverend B. 'Eliott Turnipseed
ss and co-operation in helping to
Harmon hit a hot one which the
president of Laiiier College, openec
ake care of the girls. Every cadet
opposing shortstop errored.
the program with a prayer.
The
ho is having a girl up is expected
The big counting came in the next orators and the executive commit-1
find out who her hostess is and
session.
Murr singled while Smith teemen from the respective colleges
to see her by Thursday, or if
and Keel both walked, filling the were introduce^ to the audience beis possible, go to see her before.
bases.
"Doc" Melton came to the fore the judges came iuto the audi.
ladies go to greatest inconplate and drove all three men in torium. The nkf/ic for the program
ences to
"accommodate
our
with a long three-bagger.
Two was furnished by the Lander Col-pi"
and the least we can do in
more runs were shoved across in lege faculty and §lee club. Musical
Lrn is to thank them for their
the fifth.
ess.
numbers came before the first ora-

'•dm

;

Bill Murr led the hitting with a
puble and a single, while "Doc"
lelton drove in the most runs with
|s triple. As stated above Carolina
Bdn't get a hit, so there was no
lading batter for them.
George Cox gets the prize for the
|ir fielding
stunt
of the game,
the eighth inning, Parler having
lalked and gone on down to seclid when Wheeler walked, Rhame
ipped a comparatively low fly to
Jiort.
George snagged
it easily,

decoration
committee
has
tion, after the'third, after he sixth,
rth an extra amount of energy
and at the end of the program.
ork, that the enterior of the
The judges&r the contest were
hall in the Agricultural Build
Professor J. Tbiimpson
Brown, of
y look well enough to excite
Winthrop College; F. Barron Grier,
avorable comments from the
of Greenwood; Dr. S. H. Edmunds,
This committee consists of
of Sumter; Mr. Robert Lide, of
wing
men. "Gilly" Dotterer,
Oranceburg; faiid Judge Henry C.
i; "Toots" Fayssoux; Serge
Tillman, of Grrenwood.
"Snake"
Hendricks:
The basebjrt'. game, which was to
Jver; "Mickey" Leach; and
have been played by Wofford andjvernor
ith.
J. B. C.
Presbbyteriai College baseball teams
in Greenwood, on the afternoon of
C.A.C.
(Continued on Page Six.)
the 18th, wag called off on account
Clagetu...A11 yQU
..rats» learn
of rain.
your gun lumt)er> hgre comes the
fk'hedule of Baseball Games For
E. L. Smitl, Clemson's representa- inspecting0,f.cer „
Remainder of Season.
tive at the contest, is to be congratuInspect*, c.a>lcCT ,later t0 ..Rat»
.
„,,
lated on the manner in which he de- Valentine X.,—.,
,^ What is your age?
Lpril 22. Furman at Anderson.
livered his oration. Altho he was
"'ntine—"1018 274 Sir."
|pr>^ 25. Erskine at Clemson.
wa '-dec either of the first three
Ipril 26. Oglethorpe at Clemson
ier
bl\
premie.
^
t]nt
vas very close to this seWe
lpril 28. Wofford at Clemson.
wish
him
f% °A
, end considering the fact
lay .l^furman at Clemson
Those whv
is his debut into the realms
6re PreSent at
tie
lErskine at Due West
orj.tory, he did exceedingly Twenty-nfthf
Twenty i"%uual oratorical ConP. C. at Clinton.
est
proclaimq
•
It is! to be hoped that Smith
Newberry at Newberry.
__.,_.,, ,„„v» Jt *- great success;
ain try for oratorical laurels and will look Vward with eager exSouth Carolina at Columbia.
year, jid with the experience al-1 pectancy to "Jventy^tatb.'Xiiinal
12. Citadel at Anderson, o;
• dy geined
he
should
make) Contest in 19
E. H. H.
ison.

lit. Col. Short And Major Goetz
Supervise... Inspection — Every
Phase Of Military Life At Clemson Investigated—Splendid Showing Made By Clemson Unit—
Determines
Clemson's
Future
Succ-ssful Trip Thru State—Four
Rating As R. O. T. C. Unit
Performances
Given—Splendidly
Received .By Every Audience—
Lieut. Col. Walter C. Short and
Work Of Comedians Especially
Major Robert C. F. Goetz were here
Enjoyed
Thursday and Friday for the annual inspection of the R. O. T. C.
On Saturday night, April 19th.
Unit. In spite of bad weather conthe Clemson Glee Club closed the
ditions the inspection was one of
second tour of its season by giving
the best exhibitions in several years.
a concert at the Pacolet Mills Y.
Lieut.-Col. Short, the senior memM. C. A. Auditorium at Trough, S.
ber of the board, is the holder of
C.
The trip began on Wednesday
the Distinguished Service
Medal.
with a show at the Frank Evans
He was chosen by the War DepartHigh School, Spartanburg., followed
ment for this special kind of work.
by one at the Sumter Girls, High
Major Goetz is an authority on maSchool, at Sumter, S. C. and one at
chine guns, he having written severthe Ebenezer School at Ebenezer,
al books on this subject.
These
S. C.
men were sent out by the War deThis tour was one of the most
partment to inspect all colleges in
successful that the club has made
the Fourth Corps Area, and it is
in several years, showing a decided
hoped that the showing made by
improvement upon the first tour of
Clemson's Unit created a favorable
this season. The program has been
impression on them.
changed slightly so as to give a
The Inspection was the most rigid
still greater variety of music and
in several years.
Thursday was
entertainment. Among the numbers
taken up with the inspection of
recently added are a group of violin
Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Milisolos by Cadet Otto Zagora, a coutary Science Classes, inspection of
ple of humorous songs, and a very
equipment, rifle range, barracks,
clever monologue with imitations by
and store rooms.
Cadet E. E. Jefferies. With these
Due to weather conditions the
additions the Tiger Club has a program which is seldom equalled for program for Friday was changed
variety, even
among
professional somewhat. At nine, o'clock the enorganizations. The smoothness and tire regiment was re^Ns^ed on the
finish which was shown on this trip small parade ground, aiiu""" B
are the result of constant hard prac- several companies of each battallion
several Companiel of each battallioi
tice. •
It is difficult to tell who the were then rigorously inspected, the
"stars" of this trip were, because entire morning being taken up with
every number and every part of the close order dTill, squad drill, field
program was
heartily applauded. problems, and the inspection of inThe Glee Club Orchestra, now better dividual equipment, arms, uniforms
known as the "Farmers' Orchestra," etc.
Friday afternoon was taken up
probably was encored more than
any of the rest of the program. with the escort to the colors, followFred Leitzsey and "Slats" Covin, ed by a dress parade on Bowman
Immediately after this the
the two black-faced comedians of field.
the club, broke all previous records officers left for Charleston, where
as fun makers. This pair kept the they go to inspect the Citadel unit.
The Inspection as a whole was
audiences everywhere in fits of
very
good and is is hoped that the
laughter during almost the entire
last act of the show. E. E. Jefferies, inspectors were pleased with what
better known as "Squeedunk" and they saw of Clemson's military de"Barnyard," also showed himself partment. They made no comment
no mean entertainer, giving a very on the inspection, but when their
clemer and original- monologue with report in turned in to the War Department we expect to see Clemson
imitations,
They say that a prophet is not on the list of "Distinguished ColWe want to continue to
without honor save in his own coun- leges."
wear
the
gold star on our right
try, but the Sumter boys on the
Clemson Glee Club seem to be an sleeve.
The entire program for the two
exception. F. E. Buckv who is one
days
follows.
of the soloists of the club, was well

TIGER GLEE CLUB
ENJOYS STATE TOUR

received everywhere, but especially
APRIL 17th.
so in Sumter. G. J. McMillan, H. P.
7:00-7:10 A. M.—Reveille—setBruner, and R. C. Dixon, members
of the orchestra made Sumter proud ing up exercises.
7:30-8:15 A. M.—Breakfast.
to claim them as her sons. All four
8:30-8:55 A. M.—Chapel.
of these boys received especial credit
9:00-9:55 A. M.—Inspect classes
in the "Sumter Daily Item."
To say that the trip was a pleas- of Juniors, Captains Lee and May.
10:00-10:55 A. M.—Inspect classes
ant one is unnecessary, for you can
(Continued on Page Six.) ,
(Continued on Page Six.)
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OUT WITH THE OLD—
AND IN WITH THE NEW

,A

Within the last year the Tiger
has made many steps forward.
Wider circulation,
larger
issues,
stronger articles—and many other
advancements
have
characterized
the steady growth and progress of
the Tiger within this time.
This
development may be all laid at the
door of the old staff.
We, who
have worked under them, and who
have felt their guiding hand thruout the year, are in a position to
give praise to them and to congratulate them on the efficient and
capable way in which they performed the various tasks connected
with the College Weekly. We, however, are not alone in our congratulations.
FT,m the alumni, from
•wi.^ "colleges,
from
everywhere
comes words of praise for the Tiger
Staff of '23-'24.
The members of the retiring staff
have worked hard; every task has
been carried out with a zeal that
.speaks well for the success of the
men in after-life.
Although the
brunt of the work was carried by ±
few—among these there was a spirit
of co-operation that made only for
success.
A comradeship sprung up
within the staff that made every
-man work hard not only for his
own sake and for the sake of the
paper, but with a joy in feeling that
he was helping his team mates on to
victory in putting out a successful
paper.
The guiding hand that held so
faithfully to the course, who gav3
every minute of his spare time
to
the task of getting out a weekly worthy of Clemson, who lent a helping
hand to all his staff, and who led
on thru all the trials than an editor
must undergo—that man is deserving of more than praise. However,
that is the limit of our bestowing
graces. Here's to you, Hall! May
you carry on in the everyday outside world even as you have while
Editor-in-Chief of the Clemson Tiger.
We, the new staff, as we take up
the reins of office, know that we
are not capable of publishing a
weekly comparable with the paper

of the old staff.
However, we believe that if earnestness, zeal, and
hard-work
will
accomplish
any
thing—then we may be able to
gradually improve upon this—our
first issue.
We hope that we can
publish a weekly of which we may
boast.
This we may do only thru
the assistance and co-operation of
the entire student body. The Tiger
is a Clemson paper, by Clemson
men, and for Clemson.
Let's get
together and work toward a periodical that will be rightly called—"the
best in the South."
■—E. L S.
C.A.C.
THE LAST LAP
Six weeks more—then the college year will be over.
Are you
prepared and ready as you enter
the home stretch?
Will you be
able to pass up all your work and
go on into the next higher class—
whether it be the outside world,
the Senior, or any of the other
classes? In the spring the tendency
of students is to let up, to loaf, and
to neglect the work that should be
done.
The case should be the reverse.
A runner always fights
harder as he nears the tape. Let's
make it be that way with us in otfr
class-work.
Start
digging
and
studying so that when examinations
come you will be able to pass with
flying colors.
There is much less
honor in running the first part of
a race good and then letting up at
the last, than in fighting harder the
nearer the finish you come.
Check up on yourself.
See if
you have a clear conscience in saying you are doing your best. If you
are studying hard—well and good.
If you are loafing—start digging
for the finish.
After the college
year has passed and you have done
your best, you will be glad that you
worked hard and deserved to win
out in your struggle for the step
higher up.
E. L. S.
C.A.C.
PROFANITY
Just why is it that so many boys
at Clemson, and any other college
so far as that is concerned, use
profanity? Is it because of thoughtlessness, or that they don't care?
There is not a person who uses
profanity that could show where
the use of it does him any good.
Whereas, on the other hand, it just
lowers his character.
It not only
hurts the one who is using the profanity, but it casts a reflection upon his school and his parents.
Recently, a visitor on our cam-pus
in speaking of the atmosphere around a certain other college that
he had just visited said, "Why that
is one of the dirtiest colleges I
have ever seen," and then told abou*
what kind of language one could
hear used as he walked about on
the campus. Do we want people to
say things like that about our college?
There are so many boys that use
profanity and think that it sounds
big.
Anyone who would stop and
think would see that it does not
sound big, but, on the other hand,
shows the littleness in him.
Any
little weakling can let out a string
of oaths when he feels like it, but
it takes a man with some willpower to hold back those oaths
when the temptation to use them
comes.
A boy who gets the habit
of using profanity around a bunch
of boys, and there are many who
never had the hrfbit until they came
to college, will sometimes find himself in an embarrassing position
when he gets out where he has to
be more careful.
One would not take the name of
his sister or his mother in vain;
so why profane the names of one's
God.
Some of the boys that attend Morning Watch
and
other
meetings of that nature swear like
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■CS9BB
It is true that these are brought to the
sailors.
where he
the ones who need to attend these referred to the Ai
in flag as a
meetings, but at the same time "rotten rag." An
fere was not
they are hurting the name of the a single protest!
An American col
group they attend.
CLEMSON COLLEGE, 8. 0..|
student protested the flying
—T. J. H.
BY THK COMMUNITY!
ran American
flag on a near-'b
FOR TBTJB COMMUNITY!
Presbyterian
churchy No deleg-^
ONJB HUNDFTD PKI
spoke for the
FOR THB TIGfBRS AND
flag!
TIGBRTOWN!
A special write:
in a Chicago
CADETS ALWAYS WELCOME.
contemporary asseij
that
there
CHECKS CASHED.
exists in America]
colleges and
FULL
LINH OF
churches
a wid|
rpread
pacifist
CANDLES,
Appreciation For Many Pleasures movement masQU'i
fading in
the
FRUITB,
Extended Clemson Men By And- name of Christian
\y,
and
that
unTOBACCOS,
erson Hostesses—Many
Dances der the plea of pr;
tieing the prinsxoas,
Given For Clemson Students— ciples of the Serai
on the Mount,
SWEATERS,
Break Into The Drab Social Life this propaganda
is been instilled
UNDERWEAR.
Of School Week
so vigorously intOj
pbie churches that Drop In to soo us.
W« appreciate
within sixty days
Yonr trade.
ree of the great
To the cadets who go to the denominations—1|
sbyterian, Methdances and parties in Anderson and odist, Episcopal
d Baptist—will
to those of us who are so fortunate be fighting on
floors of their
as to have friends in this hospitable conventions ovi
resolution urging
aiieiaiBiii sa a m
city, Anderson has become a town that in the even
war their memwhich is second only to the one bers be discouraj
m a &
from defending
which we call home.
We of the their country!
B
cadet corps wish to take this
Just now Nf
estern University
chance to express our appreciation is in the throe
revolt, occassionfor the many courtesies and kind- ed by the ado
by a considerable
nesses which have been extended To body of studf
a resolution deus.
tying the c
tion and declarTo a college student who is away ing that trty
v.'%ld not support
from home, time passes slowly, es their Gover/i
'lent in the event of
pecially on the week-ends when war.
there are no classes.
A chance to
Shortly
'evions to the adoption
go to Anderson to a dance is wel- of this rescf ,tion the stu(ient body
comed by any of us and it will be was addredU by a man_a public
hard to express our appreciation to anti-war Plpaganfiist—who counsel
the girls who give these dances and ed such Ah oyalty.
sc
to the ladies who chaperon them.
i'' of business is at the
With the exception of about one
League of Nation-,
dance a month we have no social
is the stock in trad 3
activities here.
If it were not for
Pester and the Russian
the chances we have to go to Anderd rfrthe Brent Dow AHison our college career would probabother subtle propagandist:
ly be a failure as far as the social
'nd are to be coddled and
part is concerned.
,.;i ed and approved for their
of colleges and church orThese dances have
become
a
ns, it is high time that
regular part of our week-end leaves
/
lieges, schools and church
and we feel lost when there isn't
*
itions were investigated, disa dance in Anderson. A chance to
and set rigtt.
go to a dance with the girls that
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SPLENDiDDANGES^
OIVEN IN ANDERSON
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WE HAVE

A Complete Line
•f

I

we know is a real pleasure and we
ment to end war may be
tfe—°we all late war; it is
hope that we have been able to upand unholy; but movements
hold the standards which have been
strike at the very heart of
set by these girls.
All these girls
tion under the\ compelling disare good dancers and it would be
of Christianity
should
be
hard for us to find a better group
d as the sinister and sediof good dancers, who are as kind t*
ti"|
agencies they really are. The
us as these girls are. We consider
d*J yai pasifist may be far more
it an honor to have the friendship
erous than the frankly open
of these girls and of their mothers
y.—Cincinnati Enquirer, 4-1-24
and fathers.
We are indeed glad
.
C.A.C.
that we are able to extend invitahe Music Memory Club gave a
tions to them to the dances here and
ital Monday evening in the Y.
hope that this will, in part, repay
C. A. auditorium. A large numthe kindnesses which they have T
jir of the community attended and
shown us
e music was enjoyed -very much.
To every girl who has given a
dance to the Clemson students, and j
to those who go to these dances;
and to the mothers and father'
who welcome us into their home
we wish to express our appreciatic
and gratitude.
Our hope is tit
they will be as kind to us in tlj
future as they have been in t,
past. We will consider it a gnj
pleasure if we can return this ki,
ness in any way, and if we can
is our hope that they will not ]]
tate in asking.
—G. W
C.A.C.
.
OUR DISLOYAL PACTFISfl
A contemporary defines ou, ersistent pacifism as "Moloc
1th
the ears of an ass, the pois
sacs
of a copperhead and the t;
of a
scorpion."
And so it is. It is eith
icious
or idiotic, and always, int
onally
or indirectly, disloyal to t
nation
which shelters its propag;
sts.
An indigant corragpki.
writes
us touching tTco incidents personally observed during thfct
Volunteer Convention
Indianopolis, four hundred
nts par*oi
ticipating.
An

East Indian

e
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Neatly combed, well-kept hair is a
business and social asset.
STACOMB makes the hair stay combed
in any style you like even aft;r it has
just been washed.
STACOMB—tlu trigi«al~hi» been
used for years by stars of itage and
screen—leaders ol style. Write today
for free trial tube.
Tubes—33c Jars—7'c
Insist on STACOMB—in ta- black,
yellow and gold package.
For sale at your druggist or nherever
toilet goods are sold.
Stzsdard Laboratories, Inc.
113 'West 18th Street, New Yorl City
Send soupon for FrM Trial Tuba.
■TANDASTJ I.ABO*ATOimtS. lea.
118 We»t 18th St., New Tork (Sir- Deat. l

Loose Leaf Note Books
Lef ax Note Books
Note Book Fillers
Clemson Jewelry
Pennants
Pillow Coverg
Stationery
Fountain Peng
Cameras
Photographic Supplies
Norris Candies
Evergharp Pencils

RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES
L Cleveland Martii
The Rexall Druggist
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Y" CAFETERIA

We Serve Regular Meals,
Pieg, Cakes, Sandwiches!
Ice Cream,
Ice Cold Milks^
Soft Drinks,
Fruits and Candies/ 8-1
Hot Dogs a Special*
Y. M. C. A. BASES,
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TIGER CUBS SPLIT
GAMESWITH N, GA.
Cubs Drop One And Annex One
From North Georgia AggiesSaturday's Game Good Exhibition
—Seven Inning Affairs—Milling
And Kinard Lead In Hitting
The Tiger Cub baseball nine engaged in a double-header with tin
North Georgia Aggies at Dahlonega
on Saturday, the game scheduled
for Friday having been rained out;
and they split the event with the
home club, losing the first 16 to 1
and winning the second 8 to 6.
All kinds of baseball, both gooi
and bad were exhibited in the two
games, both of which were only
seven innings, on account of the
lack of time for playing two full
nine inning games.
The first battle found the Tiger
"rats" unable to cope with their
opponents, but in the second game
having become accustomed to the
field and other conditions, they
came from behind to win with a
last inning rally.
Of course the last inning was the
seventh not the ninth as it usually
is.
The team had gotten a four
run lead in the first frame. The
Clemson lads had taken the lead
with a run in the second and four
in the sixth; and the Aggies had
gone back ahead with two in the
last of the sixth. Then the "new
boys" showed their true Tiger fight
by forging out in the last session
and counting three runs to win the
game.
The leading hitters of the day for
Clemson were "Shine" Milling and
"Jeke" Kinard who each drove
four hits out of seven at-bats in thi
two games.
First Game
R.
H.
Clemson Freshmen
1
"
N. Georgia Ag.
16 14
Batteries; Elms, Hartzog, Jones,
Rogers, and
Johnson;
Bedgood,
Medlock, and McKinney.
Second Game
R. H
Clemson Fresh.
010 004 3 8 9
N. Georgia Ag.
400 002 0 6 8
Batteries; Hartzog and Johnson;
Huniber and McKinney.
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Wofford Game
Clemson Tigers were defeated by
Wofford, in Spartanburg, on last
Saturday in a loose game.
Although the Tigers tallied a total of
seven hits they were held scoreless.
Wofford scored in the first iuning
in the filth, in sixth, and again in
the eight.
The total of eight errors credited
to the Tigers accounted for a larg?
part of the runs made by Wofford.
Murr did the best hitting for Tigers.
Batteries: Wofford Wolfe, Clemson: Garrison, Strickland.
Runs—Wofford 7
Clemson 0.
P. C. Wins Scrappy Contest—Tigers
Are Nosed Out Of Victory By
First Inning Sport of Presbyterians
On Wednesday, April 16th, the
P. C. aggregation invaded Tigertown
and in a snappy game won by a 7
to 4 score.
They cashed in on
Woodside's offerings before he got
sufficiently warmed up for a total
of four runs in the initial inning.
-*"T"V~fret: trips to first, an infieldersl error, and two hits gave them
a kd that couldn't be overcome.
The Tigers fought hard the entire
gam but were unable to amass
but four runs out of nine hits.
Salljj scored in the first inning,
Woofeide in the second, and Keel
and McGill in the third.
Wtllbanks relieved Woodside in
the sixth and pitched his usual
steady game.
Both pitchers did
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very good work but "Woody" was
a little erratic in his delivery.
Rusty Keel banged the "ole" pellet
for a total of three hits in four trips
to the plate. Strickland hit unsuccessfully in his place in the ninth.
Summary.
Runs Hits Errors
Clemson
4
9
3
P. C.
7
10
5
Struck out by Clemsoii Woodside 7
Willbanks 4
Struck out by P. C. Lewis 1,
Hannah 7.
First base on balls—Woodside 5,
Willbanks 2, Lewis 1,
Catchers
Clemson—Keel and Strickland.
P. C.—R. Moore.
Furman Game
On last Tuesday the Tigers crossed bats with Furman on Manly
Field. The Tigers scored in first
stages of the game, but were held
scoreless after the third inning. The
work of Garrison in the box, and
the work of Murr and Harmon at
the bat was the feature of the game
for the Tigers.
The fielding of the Tigers was
loose, at times; which accounts for
the runs made by Furman.
Batteries:
Furman—Drunimond
and Herlong; Clemson—Garrison
and Strickland.
Runs: Furman, 4; Clemson, 1.
J. C. F.
Tiger Tennis Team Busy
The Clemson tennis team visited
both Columbia and Greenville last
week. Three matches were scheduled, but the one with Wofford on
the 18th was rained out.
On Thusday the
17 th our two
racket wielders, Dapper Dan Sanftleben and Fifzgerald, demonstrated
the superior ability over the Presbyterial Theological Seminary by running away with the single and
double matches. Dan did some fine
playing and easily won his single
match, but Fitzgerald hit a little
hard luck and lost his singles.
Brearly (Seminary)
Fitzgerald
6-3, 6-3.
Sanftleben, McFall
(Seminary)
9-7, 6-2.
Doubles:
Sanftleben and Fitzgerald; Dicks and Brearly (Seminary) score, 6-3, 6-4.
The "racketeers" did not meet
with such success at Furman on Saturday. In spite of the Tiger's aggressiveness, Furm&n's representatives managed to escape with all the
matches.
Connor—Fitzgerald 6-2, 6-1.
Herrell—Sanftleben, 6-3, 6-3.
Cox—Stoney, 7-5, 6-4.
Wong—Goodale, 1-6, 6-2, 6-1.
Wong
and
Cox—Stoney
and
Goodale, 6-4, 4-6, 6-2.
Herrell and Connor—Sanftleben
and Fitzgerald, 6-4, 4-6, 6-2.
E. W. C.
The cadets experienced a keen disappointment last Friday because the
track meet with Furman and Davidson was rained out. We expected it
to be a fitting triumph and a
climax to our exhibition that morning. The Tigers have some excellent
track material in every department
and we have been waiting anxiously
to see the maaterial put to a real
test.
The squad will pack
up and
ramble down to Atlanta on the 26th
for the annual relays. This will be
the second time the races have
convened and we are expecting some
of our rangy legged athletes to show
up well.
We havn't the official
dope from Coach Reed, but we know
a few men who can show almost anything a nifty looking pair of heels
and as they have the old Tiger
fight too, they should show some
speed.
E. W. C.
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certain the mistake was one of
the frequently inaccurate human
observation and not any prejudice
whatever.
DUE TO the fact that Clemson i3
By "Baldhead"
not located in a place where a
WITH THE INSTALLATION of daily paper is published it falls to
the 1924-25 "Tiger" staff the new the lot of "The Tiger" to give ClemAthletic Department comes to the son teams much of the publicity
hat, and it is our sincere desire which others get in the daily papers
As stated in
the
and determination to drive out to of their cities.
our readers the best news and dope preceding paragraph it is our deconcerning Clemson's teams in all sire to boost The Tigers in every
lines of sport For the next year legitimate way, and to give what
we shall attempt to keep you posted slight assistance we can toward
weekly on the result of the Tiger's their success. To this end we offer
athletic contests and the prospects our full cooperation to the athletic
for future events. Doing this is a authorities, the coaches, and the
big job—bigger than those who captains and members of the team?.
have never worked on a college In turn we wish to ask them to
ipaper realize—'but we tackle it with aid us in supporting them by furnthe firmly fixed intention of doing ishing us with the necessary facts
our very best, week by week, to and information for our columns.
give the "Tiger's" many readers a If they will cooperate with us as
true and accurate view of Clemson we wish to with them, we are sure
athletics. The nearer we approach "The Tiger" will be better equipped
this ideal, the better we shall feel to support their manifold activities.
IT IS with genuine pleasure that
we have succeeded.
Any shortcomings of the department will not we present to you the new Assohe due to the lack of desire to give ciate Athletis Editors, E. W. Carthe best; and any suggestions our penter, of Greenville and J. C. Felreaders may make which might help der, of Sumter. The electing board
us to improve the department will doubly honored us by electing vis
Athletic Editor and giving us two
be greatly appreciated.
OUR POLICY is
rooted
and such fine fellows to be associated
grounded on two ideals: to give the with in the work—Jimmy Felder is
sporting news with accuracy and an athlete himself, a member of the
fairness to every team and every baseball team and also a basket
player concerned; and to boost ball player. Making trips with the
Clemson and her athletics in every team Jimmy will be able to bring
legitimate manner. While we wish back many first-hand reports which
to give our own teams the deserved otherwise would not be available.
publicity which they frequently Ernest Carpenter, though he has
cannot get from the daily press, been here hut one year, is one of
we do no want to be so prejudiced the best liked and most talented
in their behalf that we would fail members of the class of '26. His
to give the enemy their just dues. writing ability and interest in acAnd in mentioning the feats of tivities will make him a valuable
individual athletes is is our desire member of the staff. Both Felder
to be absolutely fair to all. For and Carpenter are fine fellows, and
every Clemson athlete we have the it is with much pleasure that the
greatest admiration and friendship. writer looks forward to the assoIf in writing of the deeds of one ciation with them.
we should unintentionally neglect
C.A.C.
another, the man concerned may fe3l
Jake Mosely—"Sojourner, don't
sure the error was but a human one you think you would miss your callOf judgment and not a desire on ing if you don't go into the army?'
our part to slight any one. And
Sojourner—"Yes, I feel sure that
also if we make a slip in recording I would, but I believe that I was
the facts of a game, you may be made for a civil engineer."
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
HAS STATED MEETd3
Board To Meet Wednesday April 23
—Inijyoi'tant Matters To Be Discussed—New President Of College
To Be Chosen
The Board of Trustees will meet
at the college on Wednesday, April
23rd. Several questions of great
importance will be discussed, among them being the election of
President. It will be a difficult
task no doubt, for the Board to
find a man suitable to handle the
different phases of the college, but
we understand that some very excellent men have been under consideration, and we believe that the
right man shall be chosen to make
us an ideal executive. We realize
the great responsibility the Board
has and it is with great interest that
we are looking forward to see who
is elected. Anyway, we should b3
ready to receive our new president
with the hand of friendship, loyality
and co-operation.
—F. B. L.
C.A.C.
Every school except five in Robertson County, Tenn., has a library.
This is partly the result of a contest among the counties of Tennessee in which the State department
of education and the tSate libary
depository jointly offered a teacher's
library to the county having the
largest number of school libraries.
Robertson County made the best
record and won the prize. The
teacher's library, which contain:,
many of the latest books on educa
tion, has been placed in the office
of the county superintendent.
In
the course of the contest the various schools held entertainments
and used the money to buy books.
C.A.C.
Latest book. "How To Be Cute"
by Kenneth Stokes.
Baggs—"I am
worried
today.
My girl is running around with the
new doctor in town."
Jaggs—"Feed her an apple a day.
—Phoenix

What a whale of a difference
just a few cents make!,!

■all the difference
between just an ordinary cigarette
and—FATIMA, the most skillful
blend in cigarette history.
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CHRONICLE STAFF IS
ELECTEDJOR1924-25
. New Staff Elected To Edit College
Monthly—Good Men Selected For
Various Offices—Next Issue To
Be Published By New Staff
On Thursday the old Chronicle
Staff met and elected the staff
which is to succeed them in the
year 1924-25. All of the elltors are
rising Seniors and their assistants
will be Juniors.
We are indeed
proud of the staff for this year and
wish to thank them for the conscientious effort they have made to
give us a worth-while monthly edition. It is our hope that the new
staff will carry on the work in the
same manner which it has been done
and if possible improve on their
predecessors, if it is possible, so
that Clemson will have a Chronicle
Which we will be proud to call our
own.
The greatest effort was made to
secure men who would be capable
of filling their positions and at the
same time to get those who would
work together successfully and
pleasantly.
We believe that the
choice of the old staff could not
be improved on, and with such a
staff as they have elected we can
hope to have a paper which will be
equal to any in the South.
R. H. Smith is Editor-in-Chief.
Smith was Co-operative Editor this
year and his efforts have always
been to secure the best for his paper. With him at the head of the
Chronicle we have a man who is fully capable to do the work and who
will strive to do his best for the
Chronicle. Smith has contributed
many articles to the Chronicle and
we have all been highly pleased with
the work which he has turned in.
F. B. Lietzsey is Co-operative
Editor. Fred is a popular member
of the Sophomore class and is a
very versatile man, being a good
athlete, a member of the Glee Club,
and standing high in his classes.
He will make a good assistant for
Smith and with these two at tin1
head of the Chronicle we will have
no cause to worry about the quality
of the work which they will turn
out.
To C. B. King goes the honor of
heading the Literary Department,
King is a very efficient man and
under his guidance this department
«'":'il'i become one of great interest.
He will be assisted by J. M. VandeErve and R. H. Cureton, two Sophomores who are very efficient in their
literary work and standing high in
all other class work. They should
prove good assistants.
E. C. Stewart is Exchange Editor
and he will be assisted by G. N.
Sisk. Ed is known to all of us as a
conscientious student and he is very
popular among the boys. He should
prove an ideal man as he was assistant in this department during
this year. Sisk will be a Sophomore
next year but hiswork has been of
such quality as to justfy his being
placed on the staff for next year.
The Circulation Department will
be headed by J. W. Bauer as Circulation Manager and R. E. Smith a.3
assistant. Bauer was assistant in
this department this year and his
ability has qualified him for the
position as head of this department
during the coming year. He and
Smith will prove very efficient on
the distributing end of the paper.
K. B. Sanders will be in charge
of the Clippings and Comments.
Sanders' ability eminently qualifies
him for this position and under his
guidance this department should become one of great interest.
J. P. Batson is Joke Editor and
we hope that he will give us a humor department which will cause
us to forget our troubles at least
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once a month. "Johnnie" can be
depended upon to furnish us with
the best of jokes.
B. B. Gillespie is the Advertising
Manager and we hope that he can
furnish the Chronicle with enough
advertisements to defray a great part
of the expenses of printing it. We
all know that "B" can be depended
upon to do his share of work connected with publishing the Chronicl»
—G. W. G.
C.A.C. ■
CALHOTJN LITERARY SOCIETY
At the meeting of the Calhoun
Literary Society last Friday night,
officers for the fourth term were
elected.
Mr. W. H. Moore was chosen to
serve as President for the last term.
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Mr. Hall, the retiring President,
made a very appropriate speech
after which the
new
President
pledged his whole-hearted support
to the Society.
The other officers to serve for the
fourth term are:
Vice-President, J. R. Shannon.
Senior Critic, L. I. Martin.
Recording Secretary, T. G. Roche.
Junior Critic, L. R. Booker.
Corresponding Secretary, C. M.
Asbill.
Sergeant-at-Arms, J. J. Norton.
■
C.A.C.
ANDERSON H. S. HISTORY
CLASS VISITS CLEMSON
The History Class of the Anderson
girls high -school visited Clemson
on Monday afternoon to see the
Doints of historical interest on and

around the Campus.
They made
the trip over in autos, arriving
about four and leaving at six thirty.
They visited the Calhoun Mansion,
the Agricultural Museuml Horticultural grounds, and the old Stons
Church.
When
interviewed
by
members of the Tiger staff, they
were loud in praise of Clemson and
of the points of interest seen.
Those making the trip over were
Misses Sarah Crayton, Ruth Lassiter
Alice Allen, Elizabeth Ledbetter,
Mary O. Holler, and others.
E. C. D.
C.A.C.
Patima—"Why do cigarettes have
Oriental names?"
Murad—"Because they have good
shapes and thin wrappers."
—Moonshine.

APRIL 24, 1924.
To work out a practical plan of
cooperation in making education
available to all the people in their
homes, the United tSates Commissioner of Education has called a
national conference on home education to be held on May 7 at the University of Minnesota in conjunction
with the annual meeting of the National Congress of Mothers and
Parent-Teacher Associations.
Directors of extension education In
universities, librarians, leaders In
parent-teacher association work, and
others concerned with home education are invited to this conference.
■— C.A.C. ■
—
Mater—"I hope that young man
never kisses you by surprise."
Data—"No; he only thinks he
does."—Juggler.

Harnessing
Niagara Falls
for the
First Time

/

What Engineering
Owes to Faith
THE pioneer harnessing of Niagara Falls
in 1892, like all great engineering feats,
was the result of the co-operation of manyable and constructive minds. There were no
"older engineers" on this work, with younger
assistants, as is now common, because there
wereno "older" engineers then. All of them were
young men in a young business, optimistic,
enthusiastic and willing to take long chances.
The original Niagara installation represented prog^ss F>4sed largely on faith because there were many
^stares of construction proposed at that time which
-?*■►-.UalKfUse Engineers refused to accept, and which
time has shown to be utterly impracticable.
Thus, in effecting a compromise, the three fundamental features of heating, insulation and regulation
of the 25-cycle machines as built, were vastly different
from the original designs. Time verified their judgment, the ten original generators operating successfully for more than a quarter of a century.
Looking back, it is gratifying that those young men
served engineering so courageously, because truly it
was an undertaking that taxed their faith to the limit.

Westinghouse ( W
ACHIEVEMENT Q OPPORTUNITY

i
•■'

APRIL, 24, 1924.
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PLANS FOR BIGGEST
JR.-S1 COMPLETED
OTNEftVMSC
^i
BY SKINNY AND TOMMY
Stude—"Have you this dance?"
Clagett—"Not a man
in
this
Girl—"Not yet."
company will be given liberty this
Stude—"Please hold my cigar
afternoon."
while I dance."—Bison.
Rear rank voice—"Give me liberC.A.C. —
ty or give me death."
JOKES
Clagett—" Who said that."
Same voice—"Pactrick Henry."
by
Time tells on a man, but it shouts
at a woman.—White Mule.

<

t

Paul, Sparkle, and Fred

Clemson has many college yells,
Too numerous to begin.
"Rabbit" Hair—"Oh, look at the
dancing grass on the football field." But the most important college yell
is,
"Toots" Fayssoux—"Oh yes, prac" 'Ole man', send me ten."
ticing up for the Athletic Ball."
Mother
Mid
(When
hearing
St. Dean—"Turn your hands in".
"Harcomb's Harmonizers")—"You
"Rat" Alex—'"Who to?"
know, negroes are the happiest people on earth."
My "ole lady" chews tobacco. I
"Red" Wilson—"I am just as
have tried to break him of the
happy as any other negro."habit but it seems impossible. He
is ruining his digestion and he
Cadet—"Doc, will I be able to
never has an over-whelming appesing all right when the mumps
tite. He is doing irreparable damage to his teeth. Often he is "bust- leave me?"
"Doc" Heath—"Certainly."
ed" for expectorating in ranks. I
Cadet—"Thanks "Doc" I never
have tried in vain to help him disregard the filthy habit. It is sad. could sing before."
Chewing tobacco tastes so very bad
Our H2s math, teacher says B2.
in a pipe.—B. B. L.
It is so hard to see our seniors
Clagett will now sing that little have to sit around and wait 'till
song entitled, "I take horticulture they're thirty-five before they can
because I have cauliflowers ears."
become president of the U. S.

Decorations Complete Except For
Few Details—Mother Slid To Be
Congratulated— Indications For
Best Banquet In History of School
The decorations for the JuniorSenior Banquet are practically complete. Excepting the making of
some table souvenirs and the arranging of the tables, every thing
is in readiness for the eventful day.
This is practically the first time in
the history of the college that the
greater part of the decorations have
been finished before the elevnth
hour.
The decoration
committee
and Mother "Mid" deserves a great
deal of credit for getting their work
done in plenty of time. No one can
realize the immense amount of
tedious work which is required in
decorating such a large dining hall
as we have, until they have actually
been on the committee.
So far, everything shows that this
will be the biggest and best banquet
ever given at Clemson. There are
more students .to attend, more girls,
more teachers, and more prominent
people invited than ever before. A
large number of prominent men are
to give short talks,
(including
Daniel's and Calhoun's annual debate) ; music by a popular jazz orchestra is to be played throughout
the affair; the beautiful decorations
and souvenirs, and the delicious
seven course dinner; with several
hundreds of pretty girls to look
upon, is all that anyone could wish
for. Let it come, we are ready and
waiting!
—D. C. A.
C.A.C.

Inspecting Officer-—"What is the
Bill—"A stream can never get
trajectory?"
above its source."
"Monk" Roche—"It is that little
Jack—"No, but the source can get
projection just above the stacking below the stream for I made 86 and
swivel, Sir."
you made 56 on that last exam.
You were the source."
Bevy Of Good-Looking Girls To
"Red" Wilson (to decorating comCome Here Friday—Program Tc
mittee)—"Ain't no need of fixing
Everybody goes somewhere weekBe Popular One—Classical Nuin
my table up much.
My girl ie ends; I go broke.
bers Very Good—Many Stars In
going to see nothing."
Personnel
"Shorty" Ziegler—"Why?"
It has been said some girls actualRed—-"She is going to be looking
ly mean what they say.
All lovers of good music, pretty
at me."
girls, and real fun will have a
Sudlow came to inspecting arms
good opportunity to satisfy their
A Three Minute Quiz By Dr. "Vot."
while the inspecting officer passed
desires on Friday night, April 25th,
2.
Why does Tommy sign his
and then found that the bolt would
when the Limestone College Glee
letters; "Your brown eyes?"
not close.
Club will appear at
the
New
4. Why did Ayers Bob Herlong
Col. (glancing back to see if the
Gymnasium, at 7:15 P. M.
The
officer was looking)—"Won't it go Hair?
Limestone girls have given several
1. Why Wood Clagett Bee Adam
back in?"
performances already this season,
Swindler?
Sudlow—" No Sir."
3. Why did Batson Walker Aull every one being highly successful.
Col. (in a low tone of voice) —
The performance at Gaffney, which
Knight?
"Take it out and put it in your
"Time up. Hand in your papers." was given several weeks ago, is
pocket."
still the talk of the music circle of
that city
Hostess—" Mr. Leitzsey will you
The Limestone Club is particularSawyer—"I am going to leave
have some coffee?"
ly
fortunate in that it has practicalFred—"Just a mouth full, thank for Europe in June."
ly the same personell as last year.
Lewis—"What
part
of
Horry
you."
Under the able direction of Miss
Hostess—"Fill Mr. Leitzsey's cup county is that."
Agnes Alexander, it has become a
up."
musical organization of a very high
type.
Those who look for good
"Let
me
give
you
some
advice.
Officials Roster of "H" Company
singing
will certainly find it in the
The lady you met today isn't decent.
Here's to our dear Capt. Wood,
Limestone
Glee Club.
Take my warning and stay away
In front of our company, he stood,
Another happy thing about the
from her."
He then inspected our rifles,
"Never mind the warning, but Limestone Glee Club is the fact
And "busted" us for trifles.
that its program
contains some
thanks for the advice."
He treated us as hard as he could.
popular numbers as well as the
—Moonshine
usual type of music. Their singing
Here's to our dear Sergeant Buck.
is all full of life and pep and fun,
He is a lad with a whole lots of
He—"If one is sitting beside a which is a guarantee of a good repluck.
pretty girl (as I am), and one ception among the Cadet Corps at
Good cadets, he just makes 'em,
cares deeply for her (as I do) and Clemson.
Our names, he just takes 'em.
The members of the Limestone
one is very, very good (as I try to
When we sleep after seven we're out be), might one ask for a kiss?"
Glee Club are looking forward to
of luck.
the night at Clemson as the climax
She—"Oh, one never does."
He—"Well, I won't object to two. of their season. According to one
Here's to our dashing Lieutenant,
young lady, no young opera star
—Octopus.
For brown eyes, he sure takes the
could look forward to a debut with
pennant.
the Metropolitan with more exAlways signs his name,
"I-snt there some fable about the pectane/ than the Limestone girls
All girls, he can tame.
ass disguising himself with a lion feel at^gemicg to Clemson.
ip must have a line like "Dutch" skin?"
The- Limestone Glee Club comes
Tennant.
"Yes, but now the colleges do the to Cler>iSon under the auspices of
—E. B. K.
trick with a sheepskin."—Jester.
the Clejmson Glee Club. The Clem-
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son Club has endeavored to bring
to the college the best girls' glee
clubs in the State. In the Limestone Glee Club they feel sure that
they have one of the best, if not
the best, and one which will please
the Clemson audience.
—R. G. S.
C.A.C.
BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENT with the Heacock Plan and
earn a good income while learning;
we show you how; begin actual
work at once; all or spare time;
experience unnecessary; no canvassing; send
for particulars.
Newswriters Training
Bureau,
Buffalo, N. Y.

TO THE PEOPLE OF
CLEMSON COLLEGE
Let's make the slogan: "More gardens and better ones." Thorougli
preparation and proper cultivation
will bring results. 1 will give you
both.
Engagements can be made with
me personally, or by bulletin at
Clinkscales & Crowthers.
Yours for Gardening,
C. B. HENRY.

CLEWING, PRESSING
Brine Ytmr Work to Tk»

Old Reliable
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

CLIFT CRAWFORD'S
PRESSING CLUB
CUNT TAYLOR'S
LUNCH STAND
Hot Dogs — Do*s Hot
Cigars,
Cigarettes,
Soft Drinks,
Milks,
Sandwiches,
Candy,
—Mi:»! Anything You Want.

COME ONCE, AND
YOU'LL COME AGAIN

We have done our level best to make
a tobacco that tastes just right.
We bought, for making Velvet, the best leaf
tobacco that grows in the famous blue-grass
section of Kentucky, and then slowly and
thoroughly aged it in wood.
Ageing in wood takes more time and costs us
lots more money, but it makes Velvet mild
and mellow and gives it fine flavor.
Remember—Velvet, aged in wood.

GIVE CONCERT HER

LIGGETT

& MYERS TOBACCO CO

"WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, INC.
1024 Race St., Phila., Pa.
Uniforms and Equipment for
Military Schools and Colleges
Send fo^ Catalog, Samples and Prices
WE UNIFORM AND EQUIP CLEMSON."

THE FAMOUS CQMMOIWEI
LATEST THIIO 11^ SPRIN3 HEMWFJ
HAVE m SEEN
THE NEW ENDICOTT-JOIINSON SLIPPERS?
GOME DOWN AND SEE THE LATEST STYLES
A NEW ARROW SHIRT AND
A NEW ARROW COLLAR JUST ARRIVED

A NEW STYLE TIE IS COMING

SLOAN BROS.
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SOGCESSFOL SUMMER
SCHOOL EXPECTED
Registrar Gives Interesting Facts
Concerning
Summer
SchoolMany Courses Offered—Large Attendance Expected—Capable Teaching Staff To Be In Charge
The Summer Session of this col
lege will open Monday, June 9 anu
close Saturday, July 19.
Courses are planned to meet th*-.
needs of the following groups of
people:
1.
Teachers,
superintendents
and administrators.
2. College students who desire
to make up work.
3 College entrance
4. Disabled ex-service men
5. Cotton graders
6. Agricultural club boys
7. Farmers.
Teachers, Superintendents, and
Administrators—The Session is planned to meet the needs of those
primary,
elementary,
and
high
school teachers, and principals and
superintendents who desire further
preparation for the State Teachers'
examinations, to renew certificates,
to qualify for professional certificates, to improve their professional
training, and to earn collegiate
credit to apply on a bachelor's or
master's degree.
The Clemson College Summer
Session, also, offers a wide range of
special subjects, Teachers of manual
training, writing and drawing, natu
ral science, elementary agriculture,
agriculture and nature study, and
vocational agriculture will find
courses of study in subject and education designed to meet their needs.
County Superintendents and other
educational officials will find a wide
range of course suited to meet their
needs.
College Students Who Desire To
Make Up Work—Courses will be
offered to college students who
have "back work" which they are
permitted to remove. These courses
will be . of assistance to students
who are regular and who need to
remove failures before entering the
next higher class.
By attending
the Summer Session, certain students may save the expense of an

poultry
husbandry,
boll
weevil
poisoning, and other lines of agriculture in the summer months.
Courses for Removal of Entrance
Conditions—Certain
courses will
be offered to boys for the removal
of entrance conditions. The conditions may be due to failure in high
school subjects or to the ability of
the high school to make the require!
number of units.
The courses will be open only to
boys and arrangements must be
made in advance.
Graduate courses will also be given to those who desire to engage
in education or are working for a
master's degree.
One of the most enjoyable feaures of the Summer Session is the
social one. The campus is crowded
T;ith girls and dances are held every
Friday night in the old gym.
—G. W. G
CAC
(USTNUAIi R. O. T. C.
INSPECTION HELD
(Continued frob Page One.)
of Sophomores, Lt. Emery.
11:00-11:55 A. M.—Inspect classes
of Seniors, Capt. Braden and Lt.
Durfee.
12:00-12:55. P. M.—Inspect barracks and store rooms, Capt. Oberg,
Q. M.
1:15-1:45 P. M.—Dinner in mess
hall.
2:00-2:55^ P. M.—Inspect target
range and records.
3:00-3:55 P. M.—Conference with
President.
4:00-6:00 P. M.—Baseball gama
—University of S. C. vs. Clemson.
6:00-6:10 P. M.—Retreat.
7:00-11:00 P. M.—Dinner at Star,
S. C.
APRIL 18th

8:30-8:55 A. M.—Chapel.
9:00-9:55 A. M.—Review and
Inspection.
10:00-10:55 A. M.—Entire Regiment—tent pitching and inspection.
1st Battalion—(battalion drill.
2nd Battalion—company drill.
3rd Battalion—squad drill.
11:00-1:00 P. M.—Field Problem.
1:15 P. M.—Dinner.
2:30 P. M.—Track meet—David:on College vs. Clemson.
5:15 P. M.—Escort to colors and
•etreat (dress uniform.)
. Band concert immediately after
'"eitm^;- — ssitese.
The
following
freshman
and upper in honor of the Board.
—E. C D.
sophomore courses will be offered:
C.A.C.
agronomy, animal husbandry, botany, biology, zoology, history, draw- TIGER GLEE CLUB
ing, english mathematics, physics,
ENJOYS STATE TOUR
and chemistry.
(Continued
frob Page One.)
A course will not be given unless
there are five or more students.
leave it to a Clemson Cadet to fin!
Cotton Graders—The courses in a good time if there is one to be
cotton grading will begin promptly found, and be assured that he will
on June 9. This course will run find it.
The good times on this
for a period of three weeks and is tr:p did not have to be hunted—
limted to fifteen students. If there they were all ready and waiting.
is a sufficient demand, a second Anyone who doubts this can ask
course will be given during the re- "BUI" Lippincott and be assured.
maining three weeks of the summer
This is the last tour that the
session. The first part of the course Clemson Glee Club will make this
will be devoted mainly to handling season. The club expects to give
and grading samples.
Standard one or two shows in and around
cotton samples will be used by stu- Clemson before the close of school,
dents in comparing results.
An and to enter the State Glee Club
ample supply of samples will be Contest which is to be held in
Columbia early in May. If the club
available for. class use.
Agricultural
Club
Boys—This can keep up to the standard oi
year short courses in practical agri- good singing set on this last tour,
culture will again be offered to tha the other aspirants for the silver
Agriculture Club Boys of the State. cup had better look out.
• —L. C. T.
Some of the boys have scholarship--

c.A.c.
which pay all expenses while here,
It would be gratefully appreciated
but many others pay their own expenses. All boys approved by their if the people of the campus would
club leader are welcome. Th-j contribute to the Tiger any local
courses are arranged so that th i news that may seem fit to be publish
boys have something to do at all The Tiger is not published to serve
times. During the play hours, they the cadets alone, but for the people
may have the use of the swimming of the entire campus and communpool and the athletic field or go on ity. In the future please send all
news items to the Local Editor of
hikes around the college.
Farmers—It is a practice at Clem the Tiger, P. O. Box 158, or interson College to give short courses on view Cadet D. C. Ayers.
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STUDENT BRACES FOR
TWO YEARS COMPARED
Averages Compiled by Registrar—
Permanent Record Made of All
Term
Reports—Little Change
From Year To Year.
How many ever think of what becomes of the grades after they have
been turned in to the Registrar and
reports sent home? The grades are
carefully counted and the results are
arranged in tables and charts for
comparison with previous years a?
for the purpose of giving the faculty
an idea as to the quality of the work
of the period just ended. Each department is furnished with a compilation of the grades and the information is then available for every
professor in college. In making up
the tables the grades are first tabulated by individuals in departments
and tl::n each department is summarized.
Lastly a general summary for the whole college is made.
The individual instructor grades
his papers independently and comparisons are not made until all
marks have been turned in and the
reports sent home. However, it is
surprising how nearly the same are
ihe grades from year to year. For
example, the figures below are for
one department of the college and
show the grades of the first semester, 1922-23 and the grades of the
first semester 1923-24.
One College Department Only
Percent
Percent
Grades
'22-'23
'23-'24
E
■
9.5
9.5
S
36.5
33.7
P
41.5
39.4
D
5.5
7.1
F
4.9
4.3
I
2.1
6.
Whon the grades of the college as
z whole are considered an improvement over the work of the previous
year is expected. The first semester
of last session there were 8.7% of
D's and F's and the figures for th;
first semester of this session happen
to be exactly the same.
The tables and charts kept form
year to year indicate that there has
been gradual improvement in the
quality of the work during the last
ten years.
Ten years only about
3 2% of the freshmen graduated.
In June, 1924 the indications are
that at loast 50% of the number of
freshmen entering four years ago
will graduate.
It is also interesting that the
grades for the second semester are
better than for the first. There U
a general improvement in all departments of the college in this res
pect.
C.A.C.

E
« i

JgNI NOTES

H. Armstrong, '22, is now teaching science in Orangeburg City High
School.
T. E. Cope, '06, is farming near
Cope, S. C.
D. W. Traxler, '22, is principal
of the high school at Branchville,
J. E. Hodge, '23, is with the
Pacific Mills Bleachery at Lyman,
S. C.
J. H. Dunlap, '22, is a traveling
salesman for the Perfection Grape
Fruit Juice Co.

held at Rock Hill (Winthrop) April
THE COLUMBIAN
LITERARY SOCIETY 2 5, 26, and 27. The first meeting
will be held the evening of April
The weekly
meeting
of
the 26. The following men are planColumbian Literary Society .Friday ning to represent Clemson at this
evening April 18, was unusually Bible Leader's Training Institute:
good. The program was the best Freeland, Smith, R. H. Wells, L. B.
Blakeney, Stokes, Alexander, B. V.
in many meetings.
After the meeting was called to Martin, Hart, Hawkins, Longley,
order, by the President, Mr. T. L. and Holtzendorff. The Institute
Jefferies, Mr. J. C. Aull led the will be held by Dr. A. Bruce Curry,
devotional exercise. The orator of professor of English Bible at the
the evening, Mr. R. H. Smith, de- Bible Teachers' Training School,
livered an inspiring oration on "The New York. Dr. Curry will be reCollege Publications."
He very membered by many who attended
clearly emphasized the value of Blue Ridgo year before last, and
college publications and their merits also by those who have studied his
as to the ability of the writer. Mr book, "Jeasus and His Cause."
It is hoped that the ones wbo
C. H. Mclntosb, the declaimer of
the evening, gave a splendid recital, attend this Conference will go there
with the object of getting everyusing "The Thinker."
The society was particularly well thing out of the meetings that they
pleased in Mr. K. B. Sander's de- can so they can come back and
clamation, "»The Thousandth Man," impart some of it to those who were
by Rudyard Kipling.
The reade; not so fortunate as to make th3
of the occasion, Mr. J. W. Kibler, trip. An opportunity like this does
amused the audience very much not come to us every day, so the
with a reading "Witch Woes." He ones who can should take the best
deserved many compliments for his advantage possible of it.
—T. J. H.
manner of delivery. Mr. F. L. Cary
C.A.C.
kept the society in an up roar for
several minutes with his excellent LIEUT. DURFEE TO
LEAVE CLEMSON
selection of jokes.
The debate, Resolved. That every
Lieut. L. V. H. Durfee who has
State should establish free employment bureaus, grew into a very been stationed here for the past
heated argument. The affirmative four years as assistant professor of
was upheld by Mr. B. D. E'zell, and Military Science and Tactic has been
transferred to the 22nd Infantry
Mr. J. C. Aull.
at
Fort McPherson, Georgia.
He
The negative was defended by
will
leave
Clemson
about
June
25th
Mr. C. C. Stuckey and Mr. F. F.
Dean. It was one of the liveliest and report at once to his new post.
Captain Ernest H. Higgins ha*
debates witnessed in the society
been
detailed by the war department
hall in many meetings.
The afto assume the former duties . of
firmative won.
The attendance was good consid- Lieut. Durfee. Captain Higgins has
ering the recent inspection.
It just completed a course at the Fort
illustrated the fact that there are Benning Infantry School, and will
a large number of men still interest- report for duty about September
/*^~V. D.
ed in society work.
—L. B. B. the first.
C.A.C.
C.A.C.
TIGERS
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(Continued from page one.)
Interesting Program Given At Sunday Night Vespers—Large Num- putting out the batter, and quickly
touched the second base, thus getber Attends
ting Parler who had run on the fly
We, the Clemson students wish o ball, and putting to his credit a
play unassisted.
thank
the
Seneca
Presbyterian di
Christian Endeavor Society for the
Carolina
interesting program given at Vespe"
AB R H PO A E
Services Sunday night.
The pro Jeffords, s.s
3 0 0 4 4 3
gram put on was as follows.
Wheeler, c.f
3 0 0 1 0 1
Leader—Clay Dendy. Song Lead- Rhame, 3b.
4 0 0 0 11
er—Ralph Heller. Topic—"Easter a Holland, lb
2 0 0 9 0 1
Time of Joy."
Swink, 2 b
4 0 0 13 1
Songs—By the audience.
Webster, c
2 0 0 7 1 0
Opening Prayer—Miss Mildred
Boatwright, l.f. ... 3 0 0 0 0 0
Heller.
Jascieweitz,
r. f. 3 0 0 2 0 0
Scripture Reading—Luke 24-1-9
Parler, ,p
1 0 0 0 1 0
Thomas Gignilliat.
Sanders,
x
1 0 0 0 0 0
Leader's Talk—What is Easter?
Smith,
xx
1
0 0 0 0 0
Origin of Easter—L. D. Stribling.
Poem— Easter— Miss
Bernice
Nimmons.
Special Music—Violin Solo—Miss
Elizabeth Dillard.
Easter Every Day—Miss Saraj
Stribling.
Song—By the audience.
Would We Live Forever?—Mis^
Etta Ruth Belotte.
Poem —Easter
Morning—Mis3
Annie Harper.
Violin Trio—Miss Elizabeth Dillard, Clay
Dendy, and
Charles
Gignilliat.
Easter—The Fulfillment of Old
Testament
Prophecies —Charles
Gignilliat.
Song—By the audience.
Mizpah.
A much larger crowd attended
Vespers Sunday night than have
attended any Vesper for a long
time.
We hope the Seneca folks
will see fit to come back to visit
us again soon.

J. B. Crossland, '23, who is now
with the Pacific Mills at Lawrence,
Mass. will soon come South to work Y. M. C. A. Sending Delegation to
Winthrop—Bible Leader's
Disfor the same company at Lyman,
cussion.
S. C.

A meeting for the Juniors, parH. B. Sa!lj7J'c7ass of '22, is teaching agriculture at Edgefield xligh ticularly, representing the colleges
of North and South Carolina will be
School in Edgefield, S. C.

Totals

27

0

0 24 10

7

Clemson
AB R
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1

Keel, c
2
Melton, 3b.
4
Salley, 2b.
4
Harmon, c.f.
4
Cox, s.s
4
Murr, lb. ...
4
Felder, l.f. ...
3
McGill, r.f. . . ... 4
Smith, p
...... 3

H PO
0 11
1
0
1 2
0
1
0
2
2 11
1 0
0
0
0
0

A
2
2
3
0
1
0
0
0
0

E
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

Totals
32 6 5 27 8 2
x—Batted for Webster in ninth.
xx—Batted for Boatwright in
ninth.
Score by Linings.
S. Carolina
000 000 000—0
Clemson
_ 130 020 OOx—6
Summary: Stolen Base, Jeffords.
Sacrifice hit, Felder. Two-base hit,
Murr.
Three-base hit,
Melton.
Basses on balls, off Parler, 3; off
Smith, 7.. Struck out, by Parler 5,
by Smith, 11. Double plays: Rhame
to Jeffords to Holland, Cox (unassisted).
Passed
ball, Webster.
Time of game, 1 hour 56 mis
Umpire, Owings.

r

